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Chapter 1861: Invincible among those of the same level (3) 

 

 everyone, don’t panic!!!  

Qin Wuxin’s fair face was completely twisted as he looked at the black Thunder of Nirvana falling from 

the sky. He roared unwillingly, ” “Quickly circulate your true Yuan! Hurry up! He just had to activate the 

array to resist the black Lightning! I don’t want to die … I don’t want to die Here!” 

“We don’t want to die either … Hurry … Hurry up and use your true Qi …” 

None of the hundreds of people in the Qin family were not afraid of death. They immediately used all 

their strength and circulated their true Yuan in an attempt to activate the Octagon wind and thunder 

formation again. 

However, the Nirvana Black Thunder was too fast and had already landed. 

However, the strange thing was that the black Lightning did not cause any casualties. It did not even 

have the explosive effect that lightning should have. 

Dozens of Black Lightning bolts fell into the array and spread among the crowd. 

“Strange … Why aren’t we dead … We’re not even injured …” 

Everyone from the Qin family was stunned on the spot. Each and every one of their faces revealed a 

surprised expression. 

He could not understand why the Super strong black Lightning, which could weaken the wind Dharma 

and destroy the Thunder Dharma, had no effect on ordinary people. 

“Something’s wrong!” 

However, in the next second, everyone’s faces were filled with shock. 

The hundreds of people from the Qin clan were all scared out of their wits and kept trembling. They 

couldn’t understand what was happening to them at all! 

 how come our true essence is gone … There’s not a single trace of true essence left in our sea of Qi 

dantian …  

 it’s not just true essence … The strength of my muscles has also disappeared … What … What’s going 

on? ” 

“That’s not all! The vital essence in the spiritual and earth-god instruments have also disappeared into 

thin air …” 

…… 

The hundreds of people from the Qin clan were so shocked that their eyes and mouths were wide open. 



Qin Mingfeng’s face turned very ugly and he said in shock, ”  we’ve just replenished our spiritual stones 

… How did the energy disappear into thin air … It’s like we’ve seen a ghost …  

The other young masters were also dumbfounded.”Where did the power of the earth-god instrument 

and our own power go?” 

“There’s no need to guess … Black Thunder’s ability is grinding! Annihilate! Force! I’ll measure!” 

Qin Wuxin sighed deeply, and his eyes were filled with despair.  “All powers below the three-star earth-

god level will be destroyed by the black Lightning! The power of a three-star earth-god will be greatly 

weakened by the black Lightning!” 

“Black Lightning? Obliterating power?” 

Qin Wuxin’s words had woken everyone up from their dreams. They felt as if they had been struck by 

lightning, and cold sweat broke out like raindrops! 

“Before the blade moves, the enemy’s strength will weaken!” 

Qin Wuxin sighed in despair and said,’unless a four-star earth-god is here, black knife is invincible! We … 

We’re all going to die!” 

Obviously, Qin Wuxin’s analysis was completely correct. The Tribulation of the demonic Dragon was 

indeed a Supreme treasure that even the heavenly Lord Yuanshi had his eyes on! 

With the Nirvana Black Lightning, Chen Xiaobei was invincible against anyone below the level of a four-

star earth-god! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

Before he could finish his words, the darkness Demon Dragon had already come crashing down! 

Because Chen Xiaobei had filled the Dragon’s edge with 1.2 billion low-grade spiritual Qi, the Dragon 

was able to maintain its peak condition! 

Under the pressure of a three-star earth-god, the Qin family had no choice but to wait for death! 

“Zhufeng! Have mercy! They are my family …” 

Qin Yitian called out urgently. 

She was a person who valued relationships and loyalty, so she naturally couldn’t bear to see her family 

killed. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei did not have the intention to kill. When he heard Qin Yitian’s shout, he stopped himself 

from letting the darkness Demon Dragon start its massacre! 

“We’re saved … We’re saved …” 

The hundreds of people from the Qin family felt as if they had been granted Amnesty. Their tense 

nerves suddenly relaxed, and they all fell to the ground powerlessly. 



Most of them were still trembling with their pupils contracted, and a few of them had even peed their 

pants. 

But no matter what, he had at least managed to keep his life! 

“Zhufeng! Thank you!” 

On the other side, Qin Yitian was relieved. Tears flowed down her face. 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ”  I didn’t want to spare them, but I’ll lose a good friend like you if I kill 

these ants. It’s too much of a loss for me!  

 thank you …  Qin Yitian sobbed as she looked at Chen Xiaobei. 

Qin Yitian had long regarded Chen Xiaobei as a close friend. Now, Chen Xiaobei was even more 

important than a close friend! 

“You don’t have to thank me! These ants should be the ones thanking you!” 

Chen Xiaobei glared at the Qin family. 

“Hiss …” 

When Chen Xiaobei’s gaze swept across them, the Qin family members gasped. Each and every one of 

them felt a chill on their backs as they broke out in cold sweat. Their bodies trembled violently and they 

could not stop at all! 

In Chen Xiaobei’s eyes, these people were like a bunch of ants that he could kill with a single move. 

In their eyes, Chen Xiaobei had been completely demonized. They looked at Chen Xiaobei as if they were 

looking at a demonic god, full of extreme fear! 

“You all saw it!” 

 I was going to kill you all, ” Chen Xiaobei said.  Yitian pleaded for you to let you Live!  

Everyone in the Qin family swallowed their saliva and didn’t even dare to breathe loudly. 

“You guys wanted to kill Yitian, but she saved you!” How could such a foolish woman be the murderer of 

Governor Qin Wu?” 

“Yes … Young master Chen is right … Our miss Yitian is definitely not the murderer … We’re willing to use 

our lives to vouch for her …” 

The dozens of people from the third branch were Qin Yitian’s trusted aides. Now that they had escaped 

death, they finally saw Qin Yitian’s true nature. They were completely repentant and stood on Qin 

Yitian’s side again. 

 miss Yitian was indeed very suspicious … But we don’t have any solid evidence to prove that she’s the 

murderer …  

 that’s right … Miss Yitian shouldn’t be the murderer … Otherwise, we would have asked young master 

Chen to kill us … She would be the undisputed successor of the clan once she returned …  



“Now, we all owe miss Yitian our lives. We’re willing to believe that she’s not the murderer. We’ll report 

this to the higher-ups of our clan and prove miss Yitian’s innocence …” 

All of a sudden, the hundreds of people around them also expressed their attitude and were willing to 

believe in Qin Yitian’s innocence. 

After all, among these hundreds of people, more than half of them were blood-related relatives of the 

Qin family, while the other half were people from the martial world. 

In terms of kinship and loyalty, they had no reason to doubt Qin Yitian. 

As for Qin Mingfeng and the other candidates, although they wanted to take this opportunity to kill Qin 

Yitian, they had no choice but to remain silent. 

“Zhufeng … Thank you!  thank you for proving my innocence …  Qin Yitian thanked him profusely. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

At this moment, the palace in the center of the ruins suddenly shook violently! 

Everyone in the Qin family was dumbfounded. 

Only Chen Xiaobei and Qin Yitian were nervous.  “It’s that monster!” 

Chapter 1862: The 10,000-year tree demon (4) 

 

“Monster? What monster?” 

The hundreds of people from the Qin clan all became nervous, their eyes filled with endless fear. 

At this moment, all of them had no strength in their limbs and no true essence left. They would probably 

need to sleep for a few days and nights before they could fully recover. 

Even Chen Xiaobei and Qin Yitian were afraid of the ‘monster’. To the Qin family members, the’ monster 

‘had not even shown its face and they were already scared out of their wits! 

“Heavenly! You protect them, I’ll go fight!” 

Chen Xiaobei held the Dragon’s edge tightly and looked at the ruins of the central hall. 

Qin Yitian gripped Heavenly Sword tightly and asked worriedly, ”  you must have consumed a lot of 

spiritual energy in the battle just now. Do you still have any energy left? ” 

“Half left …” 

 don’t worry! If it’s not enough, I still have some medium-grade spiritual stones. It should be enough to 

kill the monster!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

 half left!?  Qin Yitian frowned when she heard this. 

Obviously, the Nirvana Black Thunder’s special ability was very powerful, but it also consumed a lot of 

spiritual Qi! 



The battle just now had cost Chen Xiaobei 600 million low-grade spiritual Qi! 

Of course, then again! 

Although he had consumed a lot of spiritual energy, it was definitely worth it no matter how many 

spiritual stones he had to spend in order to win the battle and to save his life! 

There were countless rich people in the world, but there was only one Dragon’s edge! Even if those rich 

people were to throw out a thousand or ten thousand times the amount of spiritual stones, they would 

not be able to enjoy the Super special ability of the Nirvana Black Thunder! 

Chen Xiaobei did not feel any heartache over the 600 million spiritual stones that he had spent. 

He also secretly decided that he would find ways to accumulate more heaven and earth spiritual aura so 

that the Dragon’s edge could break through to four-star as soon as possible. 

By then, Chen Xiaobei would be able to do whatever he wanted in the entire Vermilion Bird continent! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

At the same time, a huge hole suddenly appeared in the ruins of the hall ahead. Like a volcanic eruption, 

countless ancient vines gushed out! 

The vines were like giant pythons, wriggling out of the hole. 

Each vine was at least 100 meters long, and the bark on the surface was harder than steel. Wherever 

they crawled, grass, earth, and stones were instantly crushed. 

“What … What is that thing …” 

Everyone from the Qin family screamed in disbelief. Their hearts trembled and their pupils contracted 

uncontrollably. Some of the more timid ones even rolled and crawled back with all their might. 

“Is … Is this the monster we encountered …” 

Chen Xiaobei and Qin Yitian frowned. Just like the rest of the Qin family, they did not know what was 

going on. 

Any one of the vines in front of him was larger than the monster he had encountered earlier. 

“If I’m not wrong …” 

Just as everyone was at a loss, Qin Wuxin suddenly said in a deep voice, ” “This should be a 10000-year 

tree demon!” 

“10000-year tree demon?” Everyone, including Chen Xiaobei, was curious. This was the first time they 

had heard of such a thing. 

“According to the ancient records, all living things have spirituality! The higher the level, the stronger 

the spirituality!” 

“For example, this tree demon might have been an ordinary tree at the beginning!” Qin Wuxin 

explained. 



 however, the environment it grows in is full of spiritual energy. As it grows, it will absorb spiritual 

energy. As time goes by, it will give birth to a ‘demon spirit’ and become a one-star spiritual tree!  

 as the ‘demon spirit’ grew, the spiritual tree developed a low level of intelligence and began to learn 

how to actively absorb spiritual Qi to make its ‘demon spirit’ stronger!  

“When the ‘demon spirit’ grows to its peak, that is the peak state of the 9-star spiritual tree! By chance, 

the heavens and earth will naturally send down a minor Heavenly Tribulation!” 

 as long as I can survive this minor Heavenly Tribulation, the ‘demon spirit’ will be able to complete its 

advancement and completely transform into a ‘Demon Soul’!  

Qin Wuxin said in a serious tone, ” “Grass, wood, earth, stone, wind, frost, rain, snow, no matter what it 

is, as long as it has a ‘soul’, it is equivalent to having’ life’!” 

“This kind of ‘life’ doesn’t just mean living! Instead, he could think on his own like a human! Free time! 

He could even cultivate cultivation techniques! Use your magic treasure!” 

Qin Wuxin’s eyes narrowed, and he said solemnly, ” “And this is a demon!” 

Everyone was shocked. 

This was the first time Chen Xiaobei had heard of such an explanation about the ‘demon’! 

According to this explanation, the demonic beasts he had seen in the past had not actually reached the 

level of ‘demon’! 

Real demons had all experienced the test of the heavenly Tribulation. They could think on their own, 

move freely, cultivate techniques, and use Dharma Treasures like humans! 

Of course, the 10000-year tree demon in front of him sounded very ancient and powerful. 

But in fact, in the long river of time, it could probably only be regarded as a small demon with low 

intelligence! 

The real powerful demons were ancient existences like the Monkey King, the Bull Demon King, and the 

six-eared macaque who had lived for countless years! 

Swoosh … Swoosh …  

In just a few dozen seconds, the 10000-year tree demon’s vines had already launched an attack on the 

crowd! 

The vines were like iron-skinned pythons. Wherever they passed, they left countless ravines on the 

ground and crushed everything in their path! 

Judging from the strength and speed, those vines had all been enhanced with the strength of a three-

star earth-god! 

Chen Xiaobei and Qin Yitian had to use all their strength to resist or the hundreds of people from the Qin 

family would be wiped out in an instant! 

“Devil! Dragon!” 



Chen Xiaobei controlled the Dragon’s edge to burn 100 million low-grade spiritual Qi, and the demonic 

Qi turned into a Dark Dragon! 

“Yi! Heavens!” 

Qin Yitian didn’t waste any time either. She raised Heavenly Sword with one hand and burned all 100 

million points of spiritual energy. 

In an instant, the white-gold light brightened up, illuminating the entire space as if it was daytime. 

The rich Platinum true essence transformed into a huge Platinum Phoenix beside the darkness Demon 

Dragon! 

The giant Platinum Phoenix was extremely majestic and Holy. It exuded a terrifying killing intent that 

seemed to have substance. Its overbearing aura was only slightly weaker than the darkness Demon 

Dragon’s. 

Black Dragon! Bai Feng! 

The two giant Dharma laksanas stood in front of everyone like two mountains, giving off an extremely 

reliable feeling. 

“That’s great! That tree demon is only a three-star earth-god, and with young master Chen and miss 

Yitian around, we won’t be in any danger!” 

Everyone in the Qin family heaved a sigh of relief. 

In their eyes, Chen Xiaobei was invincible among his peers. With Qin Yitian on top of him, there was no 

chance of them losing! 

 No… This battle … We’ve already lost … Everyone will die Here …  

Everyone thought that they would win this battle, but Qin Wuxin shook his head sadly and sighed in 

despair.   the 10000-year tree demon has a plant body. Even if you cut it into pieces, as long as its 

‘Demon Soul’ is not destroyed, it can be reborn infinitely with the help of spiritual energy!  

“What? Unlimited reincarnation?” 

Everyone’s heart trembled and their pupils contracted. 

Even Chen Xiaobei and Qin Yitian’s expressions turned serious. They could not help but think of the 

headless corpse that had attacked them at the beginning! 

Chapter 1863: Regrowing limbs (1) 

 

Swish … Swish …  

As he spoke, the tree demon’s vines were already raised high. They were hundreds of meters long and 

had skin as hard as iron. They were like whips from the gods that were about to smash the earth! 

“Zhufeng! I’ll go first!” 



Qin Yitian’s eyes narrowed. She raised her sword and stomped on the ground. 

Even though Qin Wuxin had said that they would lose this battle, Qin Yitian and Chen Xiaobei did not 

plan to give up. 

Qin Yitian took the lead to test the enemy while Chen Xiaobei observed from behind, trying to find a 

chance to defeat the enemy. 

“Heavenly! The sword Hades the nine Heavens!” 

 Heavenly Sword!  Qin Yitian shouted. Her hair and clothes fluttered in the wind as she waved Heavenly 

Sword. The sound of her sword Breaking the Silence shocked everyone! 

“Clang!!!” 

The sword cry was like a phoenix’s cry! The sword moved as if it was splitting the sky! 

As Qin Yitian swung her sword, the Platinum Phoenix in the sky immediately attacked. 

The huge Dharma idol was like a star in the dark night, extremely dazzling. 

Heavenly Sword was originally a sharp weapon for killing, and this sacred and majestic giant Phoenix 

was naturally the most lethal offensive Dharma idol! 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

The golden-white giant Phoenix’s claws were as sharp as sabers and Sickles, cutting through iron like 

mud! 

When it flapped its wings, it emitted countless Platinum sword Qi, which looked like feathers falling 

from the sky. It was a beautiful sight! 

However, the extreme sharpness of Heavenly Sword was hidden beneath this beautiful scene! 

Each feather was a sword Qi of Heavenly Sword, and wherever it pointed, it would kill endlessly! 

” Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

The golden-white giant Phoenix swooped down, its claws and wings cutting through the tree demon’s 

vines as if they were vegetables. 

 those tree vines don’t have protective Zhen Yuan!  

Chen Xiaobei, who was standing at the back, saw through the nature of the battle. 

The golden-white Phoenix was made of vital essence and had the power of a three-star earth-god, so it 

was both lethal and defensive! 

However, those vines only used brute force and did not have true essence to protect their bodies! This 

meant that it only had destructive power and no defensive power. Naturally, it could not withstand the 

sharp edge of the golden-white giant Phoenix. 

This was exactly the same as the monster they had encountered at the beginning! 



The monster had the strength and speed of a three-star earth-god, but it did not have the defense of a 

three-star earth-god, so it was beheaded by Qin Yitian. 

 it doesn’t have true Yuan to protect its body because this tree demon hasn’t cultivated any cultivation 

technique!  

Qin Wuxin explained, ” after this giant tree became a demon, it has been isolated from the world. As a 

result, its thinking is simple. It only has low intelligence!  

“If it comes into contact with humans often, its intelligence will quickly evolve! Once it’s allowed to 

cultivate and generate true Qi, humans of the same level won’t be its match at all!” 

Everyone, including Chen Xiaobei, agreed with Qin Wuxin’s statement. 

For everything in the world to give birth to a demon spirit, they all needed to wait for an extremely long 

time! 

When a demon spirit evolved into a Demon Soul, it would have to withstand a minor Heavenly 

Tribulation! 

In the end, he could transform into a demon. This entire process could be said to be as difficult as 

ascending to the heavens! 

In comparison, humans were the spiritual beings of all living things. They were born with high 

intelligence, cultivation techniques, and magical treasures. It could be said that they had an advantage! 

However, the heavenly Dao was fair! 

Although humans had the advantage in the early stages, in the later stages, demons had the same 

wisdom. With their own talents, cultivation techniques, and magical treasures, they could easily crush 

humans of the same level! 

This was how the river flows thirty years to the East and thirty years to the West! 

As long as the demons could survive the extremely difficult ’30 years’, they would be able to welcome 

the’ 30 years ‘of crushing humans of the same level! 

“It’s a good thing this tree demon doesn’t have any cultivation techniques, otherwise, we would all be 

dead …” 

“Yeah … This is probably a blessing in disguise!” 

 it seems like miss Yitian has already gained the upper hand. As long as young master Chen makes his 

move, he will be able to end the battle and resolve the crisis!  

Everyone from the Qin family heaved a sigh of relief. After all, the golden-white giant Phoenix had been 

in a harvesting position in the battle. It seemed that it had completely taken the initiative after cutting 

off the tree demon’s vines. 

“Ah …” 



Everyone relaxed, but Qin Wuxin shook his head. The despair in his eyes did not fade away.”You know 

nothing about demons …” 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

As soon as Qin Wuxin finished speaking, an unbelievable scene suddenly appeared before everyone’s 

eyes! 

The vines that had been cut by the golden-white Phoenix were like the tails of geckoes, and new vines 

grew out of the broken sections! 

 regrow … Limb??? ” 

Seeing this, everyone’s heart trembled and their pupils contracted. They couldn’t believe their eyes. 

Qin Wuxin sighed in despair and said,’this is the innate ability of tree demons! I’ve told you … We can’t 

win this battle …” 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

In an instant, the vines that the golden-white giant Phoenix had cut down with great effort were 

regrown. They once again whipped at Qin Yitian like a giant battle whip! 

“This is bad …” 

Qin Yitian was shocked, and her expression turned ugly. 

That’s right! With Heavenly sword in hand, dealing with these vines was as easy as chopping vegetables! 

But! Heavenly Sword had to have enough energy! 

Qin Yitian was not a three-star earth-god, so she had to use spirit stones to activate Heavenly Sword! 

The 100 million low-grade spiritual stones that he had just used up were almost all used up. The sky full 

of vines was pressing down on him at an incredible speed, not allowing Qin Yitian to replenish his 

spiritual stones! 

The crisis was imminent. In the next moment, Qin Yitian would be smashed into meat paste by the vines 

that had three-star earth-god strength! 

However, the strange thing was that Qin Yitian did not panic. Instead, she felt very safe. 

She knew that Chen Xiaobei was right behind her, like a huge mountain that she could trust! 

“Roar!” 

Sure enough, at this moment, the darkness Demon Dragon’s furious roar suddenly reverberated through 

the sky. 

The giant black Dragon Dharma rushed out from behind Qin Yitian and crushed the vines of the tree 

demon. 

The battle was almost the same as before. The dark Demon Dragon crushed the giant vines into pieces. 

They could not hurt Qin Yitian at all! 



On the surface, the tree demon was completely suppressed and had no power to fight back. 

However, Chen Xiaobei and Qin Yitian could not relax at all. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

That was because, after a mere 10 seconds, the crushed vines were regrown from their roots, emerging 

one by one! 

They wouldn’t die, they wouldn’t be injured, they wouldn’t feel any pain, as long as these vines could 

keep on regrowing, they would be able to stand in an undefeatable place! 

On the contrary, Chen Xiaobei and Qin Yitian had a limited number of spiritual stones! It would soon be 

exhausted! 

Without the spirit stones, they would all die! 

“Zhufeng …” 

Qin Yitian was extremely anxious. She asked a question that everyone wanted to know, ”  Zhufeng … 

What should we do? ” 

Chapter 1864: Not as good as an ant (2) 

 

“What else can we do? The truth is right in front of you …” 

Qin Wuxin sighed in despair.  the tree demon’s vines can be reborn indefinitely. No matter how 

powerful Heavenly Sword and black saber are, their spiritual energy will be exhausted sooner or later … 

There’s no way we can fight this battle … We’re all dead …  

The hundreds of people from the Qin family looked at Chen Xiaobei in shock. 

No one was willing to die like this. 

At this critical moment, everyone had placed their last hope on Chen Xiaobei, hoping that he would be 

able to break Qin Wuxin’s belief that he would lose. 

‘Qin Wuxin’ 

Chen Xiaobei did not disappoint. He looked at Qin Wuxin and said, ”  if I remember correctly, you just 

said that as long as we find the tree demon’s ‘Demon Soul’, we can completely eliminate it!  

“Right! I did say such words!” 

Qin Wuxin sighed and said,’but I haven’t told you yet! The demon Soul was the core soul of the tree 

demon! It was its lifeblood! He was definitely hidden well! Even if you turn this place upside down, you 

might not be able to find it!” 

“You mean … The demonic soul is very small?” And it’s not on the tree demon?” 

“That’s right!” 



Qin Wuxin said with certainty, ” this tree demon doesn’t have high intelligence. Its Demon Soul is only as 

big as an egg!  Moreover, the demonic soul was a spiritual body and could freely parasitize other plants! 

If you want to find it, it’s harder than finding a needle in a haystack!” 

“What … What should we do …” 

Upon hearing this, everyone’s faces turned pale, and their hearts were like dead ashes. Their last hope 

had been completely extinguished by Qin Wuxin’s words! 

The egg-sized spirit body could parasitize at will in this huge space filled with countless plants! 

Unless Chen Xiaobei turned the ruin upside down and uprooted all the plants, he would not have a 

chance of finding the tree demon’s soul. 

However, doing so would require a lot of time. Everyone could wait, but the tree demon would not! 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

As he spoke, the giant vines that had been reborn were already lashing at the crowd again. 

“We’re really done for this time …” 

Everyone fell into despair. Even Qin Yitian let out a helpless cry.  this tree demon’s ability is too heaven-

defying … If we can’t find its Demon Soul, our spirit stones will run out sooner or later, and it’s only a 

matter of time before we lose …  

“No! We won’t lose!” 

But then, Chen Xiaobei said something that left everyone dumbfounded, ” “Heavenly! Help me buy 

three minutes! I will definitely be able to capture its demonic soul within three minutes!” 

 what … This … How is this possible?!  

Everyone, including Qin Yitian, was in disbelief when they heard this. 

“Heavenly! Others can choose not to believe me! You can’t not believe it!” Chen Xiaobei did not explain. 

He just stared at Qin Yitian. 

“I … I do!” 

Qin Yitian gritted her teeth and dispelled all her distracting thoughts. She said firmly, ” “Even if I have to 

risk my life, I will buy you three minutes!” 

To Qin Yitian, Chen Xiaobei was a man who knew her best and could not be bought with money! 

Even though there was no explanation, Qin Yitian was still willing to trust Chen Xiaobei unconditionally! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Qin Yitian steadied himself and threw out a huge amount of spirit stones. After absorbing the spirit Qi 

with Heavenly Sword, he charged at the incoming vines with his sword. 

“Everyone, don’t run around. Stay together and don’t distract Yitian!” 



“Please believe me!” Chen Xiaobei shouted again. I’ll definitely take care of that tree demon in three 

minutes!” 

“Chen, just accept your fate!” 

 three minutes? ” Qin Wuxin sighed.  even if you were given three days and three nights, you would 

never be able to find the tree demon’s soul!  

“Accept your fate?” “That’s the choice of an ant!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“You … You’re calling me an ant? This is already the second time!” The corners of Qin Wuxin’s mouth 

twitched, and his eyes could not help but reveal a deep anger. 

Although Qin Wuxin always looked harmless, he was actually very proud! He was even very conceited! 

In Qin Wuxin’s eyes, he was an unparalleled super genius! In the face of his own wisdom and schemes, 

everyone else was just a fool that he could fool at will! 

But today, Chen Xiaobei had called everyone in the Qin family an ant, and now he was calling Qin Wuxin 

an ant! 

To Qin Wuxin, this was a great humiliation! 

“What’s wrong? Are you very unhappy that I call you an ant? Hmm … I also think that this is wrong! It 

needs to be changed!” 

“Even an ant tries to live, but what about you?” Chen Xiaobei said. Not only did he wait for death, but he 

also persuaded others to wait for death as well! You’re even worse than an ant!” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei ran away from the battlefield. 

 you … How dare you say that I’m worse than an ant …  Qin Wuxin’s face was twisted. He wanted to kill 

Chen Xiaobei right now to prove that he was not an ant! 

Unfortunately, Qin Wuxin could not exert any strength because of the Nirvana Black Lightning. He could 

only watch as Chen Xiaobei disappeared from his sight! 

…… 

At a distance. 

“Chi …” 

Chen Xiaobei took out the heaven and earth furnace from his infinite space ring. 

Holding it in his hands, the heaven and earth smelt was like an old metal bowl, looking extremely 

unremarkable. 

However, Chen Xiaobei could clearly feel an ancient and heavy aura! He was like a giant God in the 

ancient times. On the surface, he seemed to have experienced many vicissitudes, but in fact, he 

contained everything in the universe! 

“Small! Small! Small!” 



Chen Xiaobei focused his attention and started to communicate with the heaven and earth furnace. 

In an instant, the heaven and earth smelt shrunk from a huge bowl to the size of an egg. 

This ancient nine-star divine artifact was like Monkey King’s golden cudgel, which could change its size 

freely. 

If Chen Xiaobei had enough cultivation and energy, he could even make the heaven and earth furnace 

bigger than the entire ruins. 

Of course, the size of the heaven and earth smelt had no effect on its capacity. 

Within the heaven and earth smelt, there was a special space within it. It was just like a storage bracelet. 

Even if it was reduced to the size of a coin, it could still contain a vast amount of resources. 

Chen Xiaobei had shrunk the heaven and earth smelt to hide this divine weapon! 

“Collect!” 

Chen Xiaobei then took out a few more green wood elemental spiritual crystals and put them all into the 

heaven and earth smelt. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei took out the wondrous spell spirit Heart Flame and started to refine the green 

wood original spirit crystal in the furnace. 

Next, Chen Xiaobei hid the egg-sized heaven and earth furnace in the cracks of the rocks. 

As the green wood elemental spirit crystal was refined, the spiritual aura of heaven and earth with a 

seven-colored luster was released from the cracks in the stone. 

“Chi …” 

Chen Xiaobei controlled the Nightstalker outfit to hide himself. 

“The trap has been set, now we’re just waiting for the prey to come to our door!” 

Chapter 1865: Absolute confidence (3) 

 

“BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

On the battlefield, Qin Yitian was fighting with all her might against the vines of the tree demon. 

Heavenly Sword was consuming a huge amount of spirit Qi with every passing second. 

Moreover, everyone could clearly see that Qin Yitian’s control of the battlefield had clearly declined! 

There was a limited number of spiritual stones, so Qin Yitian had no choice but to conserve her spiritual 

Qi! 

If he was unable to fight with his full strength, Heavenly sword’s suppressive power would naturally be 

greatly reduced. 



The longer this dragged on, the more danger Qin Yitian would be in. Once Qin Yitian was defeated, the 

hundreds of people in the Qin family would be buried with her! 

…… 

At a distance. 

Chen Xiaobei had been hiding in the dark the whole time. Time passed by slowly, and soon, two minutes 

had passed. 

Chen Xiaobei could see everything that was happening on the battlefield. 

Chen Xiaobei knew that Qin Yitian’s advantage was slowly disappearing. She would be at a disadvantage 

at any moment, or even in danger! 

However, Chen Xiaobei had no intention of helping Qin Yitian! 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei was not the kind of person who would betray his teammates! 

The reason why Chen Xiaobei did not help was because he had absolute confidence in his judgment! He 

was certain that his plan would work within three minutes! 

First of all, from what Qin Wuxin had told him, Chen Xiaobei knew that demonic souls were very small 

and could live in other plants. 

The first thing that came to Chen Xiaobei’s mind was the monster that he had first met! 

The monster’s head was cut off by Heavenly Sword! 

However, the corpse could still attack! His head could even fly away! 

Most importantly, after losing its head, the headless corpse’s strength had clearly weakened a lot! 

Chen Xiaobei concluded that the monster’s core soul was in the coconut-like head! 

With this in mind, Chen Xiaobei immediately thought of using the green wood elemental spirit crystal as 

bait to capture the tree demon’s soul! 

In the beginning, Chen Xiaobei had used the green wood essence to lure the tree demon to open the 

door! 

The reason why the tree demon was so easily beheaded by Qin Yitian was that it was too obsessed with 

the essence of the green wood. It did not even take Qin Yitian seriously! 

He had a judgment! There was a bait! 

And the most important point was wisdom! 

This tree demon didn’t have high intelligence to begin with. Furthermore, it had been isolated from the 

world for many years and didn’t understand the way humans thought! 

To put it bluntly, it only knew what was harmful to it and what was powerful to it! 



However, it had no idea that there were traps in the human world! There was mutual deception! There 

was a scheme! 

Because of that, Chen Xiaobei was sure that the tree demon would be attracted to the spiritual aura of 

heaven and earth, which was of a higher grade than the green wood essence. It would definitely walk 

into the trap within three minutes! 

Chen Xiaobei was very confident in his plan. There was no need for him to help Qin Yitian. All he needed 

to do was wait for the right opportunity to catch her! 

…… 

Chen Xiaobei waited in the same spot, while the people on the battlefield who did not know the truth 

were all wailing in despair. 

“Where’s young master Chen … Why isn’t young master Chen back yet … Miss Yitian can’t hold on much 

longer …” 

“Where did young master Chen go? What did he do? Three minutes is almost up, why isn’t he moving at 

all!” 

“He … He wouldn’t be lying to us, would he …” 

Everyone in the Qin family knew that Chen Xiaobei was very powerful, but they did not trust him 

completely. 

“A bunch of idiots! You still don’t want to accept your fate?” 

“You’ve all been deceived by that Chen fellow!” Qin Wuxin said disdainfully. Even if he used his toes to 

think, he knew that it was impossible for him to find the tree demon’s soul in three minutes! He was 

only using Qin Yitian to buy time! He has already escaped from the ruins!” 

 is … Is this true … We’ve all been deceived by young master Chen … We’re all left with a dead end …  

The hundreds of people around them were stunned on the spot, feeling as if their hearts had been 

pierced by needles! 

Obviously, Qin Wuxin’s words had pointed out the cruel truth that everyone was most afraid of and 

dared not face! 

“Right! It must be like this! We were all tricked by that Chen guy!” 

“Dammit! It’s impossible for that kid to find the soul of the tree demon! He’s using us as cannon fodder 

so that he can escape on his own!” 

“This is too hateful! That stinky brat lied to us … He’s dead … He’s completely dead …” 

The Qin family members were on the verge of a mental breakdown. More than half of them were 

cursing Chen Xiaobei. 

Of course, there were still a small group of people who valued friendship and loyalty. They still 

supported Chen Xiaobei. 



“Forget it! Just accept your fate! Young master Chen had already spared our lives! We shouldn’t blame 

him anymore!” 

“Yeah … Young master Chen doesn’t owe us anything! We’re not anyone to him! He saved us out of 

friendship! It’s reasonable that he didn’t save us!” 

“Right! Young master Chen was not wrong! The only one to blame was that the tree demon was too 

strong … Even if young master Chen had escaped, it was completely within reason! We don’t have the 

right to blame him!” 

In the face of life and death, those who could still speak up for Chen Xiaobei were all men who valued 

relationships and loyalty! 

However, even though they were willing to speak up for Chen Xiaobei, they could not believe that Chen 

Xiaobei would be able to find the tree demon’s soul. 

 just accept your fate … Just wait for your death quietly … Miss Yitian shouldn’t be able to hold on much 

longer … Our death will be today …  

All of a sudden, whether it was those who were scolding Chen Xiaobei or those who were supporting 

him, they were all in complete despair. 

Many of them had already closed their eyes and were waiting for death to come. 

“Pa! Yi …” 

At this moment, a huge vine whipped at Qin Yitian! 

Qin Yitian blocked the attack with her sword, but she was forced back dozens of steps and almost fell to 

the ground! 

Even though Qin Yitian was not injured, the fact that she had been forced to retreat in such a pathetic 

manner meant that the spirit Qi within Heavenly Sword had been completely depleted! 

The upper limit of spiritual energy that a three-star earth-god instrument could absorb was one billion 

low-grade spiritual energy! 

Qin Yitian still had a lot of spiritual stones, but she could only charge one billion at a time! 

The spiritual energy that he had just injected had been completely exhausted. At this moment, he had to 

replenish it again! 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

However, the tree demon’s vines were already on their way, not giving Qin Yitian any chance to 

replenish her spiritual Qi. 

Hundreds of giant vines blotted out the sky and the sun. Like a whip from the gods, they smashed down 

on the heads of Qin Yitian and the hundreds of Qin family members! 

The three-star earth-God’s strength was absolutely overwhelming for the Qin family who had no power 

to resist! 



As soon as the vines fell, everyone, including Qin Yitian, would be crushed into meat paste. 

“We’re dead …” 

The Qin family let out their last wail. 

However, Qin Yitian’s expression did not change. She said calmly, ” “Zhufeng! Everyone can choose not 

to believe you! But I will not doubt you! I’ve already held on for three minutes! I believe that you won’t 

let me down!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, a huge change occurred! 

Chapter 1866: Special circumstances (4) 

 

Creak … Creak … 

At this moment of life and death, those giant vines that were trying to take his life suddenly made a 

series of stiff sounds! 

The vines, which were originally as soft as whips, were now like rusty chains. They were all frozen in 

mid-air, and not a single one fell down! 

In an instant, everyone was shocked! 

Other than Qin Yitian, no one else would believe that they had survived! 

The crowd was stunned at first, then they started screaming. 

 what’s going on … Why did those vines stop? what happened? ” 

“Could it be that the tree demon is joking with us? You chose to let us go at the last moment?” 

“This is impossible! It was a demon! Furthermore, it was a demon with low intelligence! His thoughts 

were still stuck at the beast stage! It only knew the law of the jungle! He doesn’t know pity or 

forgiveness at all!” 

“It could have killed all of us in an instant! If it didn’t have a conscience, why would it suddenly stop?” 

Everyone’s faces were filled with bewilderment. No matter how hard they racked their brains, they 

couldn’t figure out what was going on. 

“That’s great! The crisis has been completely resolved!” 

The corners of Qin Yitian’s lips curled up, revealing a smile that could cause the downfall of a city. She 

asked, despite knowing the answer, ”  Qin Wuxin, do you know why this is? ” 

“This … This, this, this …” 

Qin Wuxin’s eyes widened in shock, and his mouth was wide open.  the tree demon’s body has lost its 

vitality … It has become as stiff as an ordinary tree … This means that the spiritual connection between 

the tree demon’s soul and its body … Has been … Completely cut off …  



Qin Yitian’s eyes brightened. She asked excitedly, ” “The spiritual connection between the soul and the 

body has been severed! In other words, the tree demon’s soul had already been destroyed! Right?” 

“Yes … In theory …” 

Qin Wuxin nodded and said, still in shock, ” “The tree demon’s soul has either been destroyed … Or 

sealed … Either way, it’s completely isolated from the body … It can no longer threaten us …” 

Qin Yitian raised her eyebrows and continued to ask, ” “Tell me! Whose credit is this?” 

“This …” 

Qin Wuxin was instantly speechless. His face turned red and green, and he simply wanted to find a hole 

to hide in. 

A few seconds ago, Qin Wuxin had called Chen Xiaobei a liar, saying that Chen Xiaobei would never be 

able to find the tree demon’s soul, and that everyone should just wait for their deaths! 

However, the truth was right in front of their eyes. Chen Xiaobei had already taken care of the tree 

demon’s soul and saved everyone’s lives! 

This fact was like an invisible slap on Qin Wuxin’s face! 

 it’s young master Chen … Young master Chen saved us … It’s all because of young master Chen that 

we’re still alive …  

Without waiting for Qin Wuxin’s reply, the hundreds of people around him had already started to shout. 

Everyone was not a fool. They all knew that the soul of the tree demon would not have any problems for 

no reason. 

The only reason why they were able to turn the tables was all because of the hero behind the scenes, 

Chen Xiaobei! 

The crowd kept on shouting ‘Childe Chen’, their gratitude, respect, and even worship came from the 

bottom of their hearts! 

The words ‘Childe Chen’ turned into countless slaps that continued to land on Qin Wuxin’s face! 

Without a doubt, Qin Wuxin was extremely depressed and embarrassed! Her cheeks were burning, as if 

they were on fire! 

However, facts spoke louder than words! 

In the face of the truth, no matter how unhappy Qin Wuxin was, he could only hold it in and not even let 

out a fart! 

Ding! 

Suddenly, Qin Yitian received a message from Chen Xiaobei. 

The information shared a location. 



 there’s no danger now. Everyone, have a good rest here. I’m going to see young master Chen. I’ll be 

back in a while!  

 let’s go, ” Qin Yitian said. She then headed to the shared location. 

…… 

At a distance. 

Chen Xiaobei held the heaven and earth smelt in his hand and smiled.  “Heavenly! I’m over here!” 

“Young master Chen!” Qin Yitian ran over and asked impatiently, ” “How did you find the tree demon’s 

soul?” 

Chen Xiaobei did not rush to answer but asked, ” “No one followed us, right?” 

“No, I didn’t!” 

 your Black Lightning has sapped the strength of those hundreds of people, ” Qin Yitian said.  in addition 

to the life-and-death trial just now, they’re all mentally and physically exhausted. They’re all staying 

where they are and resting. No one followed us!  

“Mm, that’s good!” 

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” the way I found the tree demon’s soul is very simple! It’s the 

same as when we opened the door!” 

“Oh!” 

 Oh!  Qin Yitian suddenly realized, ” you used the green wood crystal to attract the tree demon’s soul!  

“That’s right!” Chen Xiaobei nodded. 

“But, how do you know that the soul of the tree demon will appear within three minutes?” Qin Yitian 

asked. If we had been a second late, we would have all been dead!” 

 that’s because I only have three minutes to refine the green wood spiritual crystal!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

During this period of time, the bait would continue to spread and reach its most concentrated state! 

With the greed of the tree demon’s soul, it will definitely be lured over!” 

“Awesome!” 

“Divine foresight!” Qin Yitian praised,”it’s as if the words ‘divine foresight’ were tailor-made for you!” In 

such a dead end, your calculations were actually so accurate! I only have one word for you, I’m 

convinced!” 

“Don’t praise me like that, I’ll be proud!” Chen Xiaobei grinned, paused, and asked seriously, ” “Are you 

sure no one followed us?” 

“Why are you asking again?” Qin Yitian was taken aback.  “You’re not a suspicious person! Could there 

be some special circumstances?” 

“Right! There’s a special situation!” 



Chen Xiaobei nodded and whispered, ” “I didn’t kill the tree demon’s soul! I locked him up!” 

 this …  Qin Yitian was shocked.”Locked up where? Don’t tell me it’s in the big bowl in your hand?” 

“Right! It’s inside!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and raised the heaven and earth furnace that looked like a big bowl.  “I just put 

the green wood original spirit crystal inside, and the soul of the tree demon rushed in, so I locked it 

inside!” 

“Is this big bowl reliable …” 

Qin Yitian swallowed and said nervously, ” “The soul of a three-star earth-god is locked inside! If he 

does, we’ll be in big trouble!” 

“Don’t worry! It can’t escape!” Chen Xiaobei was very confident. 

The heaven and earth smelt was a nine-star divine artifact. Its internal space was comparable to the 

Grand Supreme elderly Lord’s alchemy furnace! 

Not to mention anything else, the heaven Earth spiritual aura had the ability to penetrate space. There 

were very few things in the Three Realms that could store the heaven Earth spiritual aura! 

Even Monkey King couldn’t do it! 

However, the heaven and earth smelt could perfectly seal and store the heaven and earth spiritual aura! 

One could imagine that a mere earth immortal realm demonic soul could not possibly escape from the 

heaven and earth smelt! 

“Even if the tree demon’s soul can’t escape … We can’t just keep it locked up like this …” 

Qin Yitian frowned and said, ” “If you cut the grass and don’t remove the roots, it will grow again! You’d 

better think about how to get rid of it completely. Only by getting rid of this problem can you rest easy!” 

“I want to refine it!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “This tree demon has absorbed a huge amount of spiritual energy and the essence 

of the sun and moon over the long years, and finally gave birth to a three-star earth-god Level demon 

Soul! There must be a huge amount of life force and spiritual aura within it!” 

Chapter 1867: Refining the demon Soul (1) 

“If you have a way to do it, then refining your Demon Soul is definitely the best choice! We can ensure 

that we will get rid of all future problems!” 

 yes!  Qin Yitian said. She fully supported Chen Xiaobei’s plan. 

“I have a way!”  but, I’ve never tried to refine a soul before. I’m not sure.  Chen Xiaobei said. 

 I understand.  Qin Yitian nodded.  you’re from a low-ranking Starfield. You don’t have any experience in 

this field, so you’re not confident!  



 yes …  Chen Xiaobei said.”I specifically asked you to come here alone to ask you, in the top Starfield, has 

anyone ever done this before?” 

“Not only do we have it! There are many of them!” 

“Everything in the world has its own spirit!” Qin Yitian said. Absorbing spiritual Qi and cultivating to 

grow was the act of taking the heaven and earth’s fortune for one’s own use, turning the essence of the 

heaven and earth’s elements into one’s own essence! This is the same for all things!” 

“The human essence is in the sea of Qi dantian! The essence of the beast was in the beast core! The 

essence of a demon was in the demon Soul! The essence of spiritual objects and spiritual medicine lies 

in their bodies!” 

“These essences, in the end, are the essence of heaven and earth’s creation! It was the spiritual aura of 

the same lineage! Naturally, it’s energy that can be used!” 

“In the top-tier Starfield, alchemists and blacksmiths often refine living things!” Qin Yitian said seriously. 

For example, he could throw a living beast into the furnace and extract its essence! There are even 

crazier ones that would use living people to refine it!” 

“What? There are also lunatics who refine living people?” Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 

“Why not?” 

“Do you still remember the demonic man I mentioned last time?” Qin Yitian asked. They were extracting 

the blood essence of living people to practice evil Arts! Furthermore, demonic alchemists would even 

throw young boys and girls into the furnace to refine a pill that could prolong one’s life!” 

“These animals! You deserve to die!” Chen Xiaobei was furious. He was extremely disgusted with these 

demonic people. 

“There are also some lunatics who aren’t demonic cultivators, but they can also refine living people!” 

“For example, tens of thousands of years ago, there was a top sect in the earth-god Realm called the 

weapon Mystic sect!” Qin Yitian continued. 

“Weapon Mystic sect?” Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up. 

After asking goddess nüwa, Chen Xiaobei was sure that he could find Daji’s reincarnated little fox in the 

weapon Mystic sect’s remains! 

However, if he wanted to find the core of the ruins, he still needed to gather nine pieces of the profound 

weapon token! 

Chen Xiaobei only had a token and a broken map. Other than that, he had no other clues! 

Chen Xiaobei’s interest was piqued when he heard Qin Yitian mention the weapon Mystic sect. 

“The founder of the weapon Mystic sect was a weapon forging Grandmaster!” 

 he’s obsessed with weapon refinement!  Qin Yitian said.  in order to pursue the peak of weapon 

refinement, he actually threw himself into the furnace and refined himself completely!  



“At that time, the Grandmaster of the weapon Mystic sect was already an earth level deity at the peak 

of the crossing calamity stage! The essence of his entire body had been integrated into a magic weapon 

that was being refined! In the end, he actually managed to forge a heaven immortal artifact!” 

Qin Yitian sighed,’he’s forging a heaven-God instrument in the earth-god Realm! This is definitely a crazy 

miracle that no one has ever done before!” 

“That’s right … This is indeed a miracle!” Chen Xiaobei nodded and asked, ” “What other clues do you 

have about the weapon Mystic sect?” 

“Ah? The weapon Mystic sect is an ancient sect in the earth immortal world, how would I know 

anything?” 

 what? ” Qin Yitian was stunned.  I’m telling you about the legend because I want to tell you that refining 

humans, beasts, and souls is the same as refining ordinary spiritual objects. There’s no difference! You 

can rest assured and boldly refine the tree Yao’s soul!” 

 this …  Chen Xiaobei was speechless. 

He had thought that he would be able to get some clues about the weapon Mystic sect, but after all that 

talk, he was happy for nothing. 

Of course, it wasn’t as if he didn’t gain anything. 

After hearing what Qin Yitian said, Chen Xiaobei could at least refine the tree Yao’s soul without worry. 

There was no need to worry about any accidents that would waste this precious three-star earth-god 

Level demon Soul. 

“According to Yitian, a three-star earth-god demonic soul is equivalent to a three-star earth-god item!” 

 I’m afraid it’ll take a long time if I use low-level flames. Looks like I’ll have to use high-level flames!  

Chen Xiaobei quickly took out the last Sanmei true fire talisman. 

After activating the talisman, a blazing true Samadhi fire entered the heaven and earth smelt. 

If everything went well, the tree demon’s soul would be completely refined in three to five days. By 

then, Chen Xiaobei would be able to obtain a heaven and earth spiritual aura that was equivalent to a 

three-star earth-god item! 

The true Samadhi fire was too rare and Chen Xiaobei did not want to waste it. At the same time, he 

threw all the resources of the Holy flame Union, including the one-star earth-god fire spirit armor, into 

the heaven and earth furnace to refine it together! 

By a conservative estimate, these resources and the tree demon’s soul could be used to upgrade one of 

Chen Xiaobei’s trump cards to a two-star earth-god! 

The Nightstalker outfit was his first choice. His stealth ability was already very strong. After upgrading, 

he would have the defense of a two-star earth-god, which would definitely bring him many benefits! 



There might be other opportunities for the chaos Blood Sword, so Chen Xiaobei did not plan to upgrade 

it with the heaven Earth spiritual aura. 

Other than that, SunShot divine bow, wardragon scale, quicksand gourd, No. 8 Luban, these were all 

trump cards that were rarely used, but they could all be considered for upgrading. 

Of course, if he still had the remaining spiritual aura of heaven and earth, Chen Xiaobei would also 

consider upgrading his cultivation. 

After all, there was a huge limitation to using an earth-god instrument, and that was the amount of 

spiritual energy! 

If he encountered a real Earth immortal, the time he needed to replenish his energy would be fatal! 

Only by improving his own cultivation could he perfectly make up for this flaw! 

Of course, this was all for the future. 

As for how to use the spiritual aura of heaven and earth, the key was to see how many spiritual herbs 

there were in the end! 

After all, other than the Holy flame Union and the tree demon’s soul, Chen Xiaobei might be able to get 

something else! 

“I’m done here!” 

Chen Xiaobei kept the heaven and earth furnace and said, ”  next, we’ll begin exploring the core Great 

Hall of the five poison sacred cult!  

“The main hall?” Qin Yitian’s expression changed slightly. She turned her gaze to the center of the ruins. 

After the giant vines completely stiffened, a huge hole appeared in the center of the ruins! 

“The roots of the tree demon are located under that hole!” 

 it’s there!  Chen Xiaobei said expectantly, ” anything that the tree demon thinks is important will be 

stored there!  

 that’s right!  Qin Yitian’s eyes lit up.  that means the treasure we’re looking for is in that cave!  

“That’s right!”  I have a feeling that we’ll be able to get even more than that!  Chen Xiaobei grinned. 

“Then what are we waiting for? Quickly go over!” Qin Yitian said impatiently. 

Chapter 1868: Should be arrogant (2) 

 

In the center of the ruins. 

The hole created by the countless vines was like a sinkhole. It was huge and bottomless. 

Chen Xiaobei and Qin Yitian walked down the vines. 



He saw that the underground space had long been changed by the tree demon. The mountain walls and 

the ground had been dug out, forming an unimaginably large underground world! 

There were countless plants that lived in this underground world. 

Although there was no sunlight, there was a spirit vein beneath this underground world! 

With the nourishment of spiritual energy, all the plants were full of vitality and thriving. 

Right above the spirit vein was an extremely huge ancient tree. 

Without a doubt, that was the true form of the tree demon. After a long time, it had absorbed a huge 

amount of spiritual Qi and finally bred a Demon Soul, becoming a great demon that dominated the 

underground world! 

The giant tree itself was three hundred meters tall, with dense branches and leaves, and the radius of its 

crown was more than two hundred meters! 

From its appearance, this giant tree was very similar to The Great Banyan Tree on earth that was known 

as the unique forest! 

Huge vines drooped down from the branches of the giant tree and plunged deep into the ground, 

absorbing as much spiritual energy as possible! 

 no wonder that tree demon’s broken limbs can be regenerated infinitely. It turns out that it’s relying on 

this spirit vein to continuously replenish its energy!  

 it’s a good thing that the tree demon’s intelligence isn’t that high. Otherwise, its ability to regrow limbs 

and this spirit vein would be enough to kill us!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Yup!” 

“Yes!” Qin Yitian nodded and said,”spirit veins are very important!” No major force could do without 

spirit veins! Without this spirit vein, there would be no Five Venoms sacred sect tens of thousands of 

years ago, and there would be no tree demon today!” 

“Yes, you’re right!”  yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  I need to find an ownerless spiritual vein as soon as 

possible and move bei Xuan faction there!  

If Chen Xiaobei could control a spiritual vein on his own, it would be much easier for the people of bei 

Xuan to cultivate. 

At the same time, the spirit vein provided spirit Qi and could activate the earth-god instrument 

limitlessly, which would also better protect the sect! 

“Why not choose this place?” 

“This underground spirit vein has no owner!” Qin Yitian replied. Furthermore, the grade of the spirit vein 

itself should be above average! It’s almost impossible to find the same spirit vein in the outside world!” 

“This isn’t the best place to be!” 



 no!  Chen Xiaobei shook his head.  I don’t want my family and friends to live in this isolated place. It’s 

like they can’t see the light of day!  

“There are benefits to being isolated from the world,” Qin Yitian advised. For example, safety! There are 

only a few people who know about this place, and with the self-destructing space gate outside, it’s 

almost absolutely safe!” 

“Bei Xuan faction doesn’t need to hide their safety!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “I’ll say something arrogant, but I want bei Xuan faction to stand proudly at the 

peak of the myriad tribulation continent! Those who threatened bei Xuan faction would either surrender 

or be exterminated! My family and friends will always live under the sun with their heads held high!” 

 this …  Qin Yitian’s expression froze. She was extremely shocked. 

He had wanted to persuade Chen Xiaobei to choose this safe place to settle down bei Xuan faction, but 

he did not expect Chen Xiaobei to have such a huge ambition! 

“Do you think that I’m being too arrogant?” Chen Xiaobei said with a smile. Too arrogant? Too 

ignorant?” 

“No! A man should be arrogant!” 

“Young man, frivolity is not arrogance!” Qin Yitian said solemnly. Unyielding and unyielding was not 

arrogance! Your ability and Foundation are enough to support your ambition! I absolutely believe that if 

you say it, you will definitely do it!” 

“You’re so open with your words! Aren’t you afraid that I’ll be praised to the point of losing my sense of 

direction?” 

Chen Xiaobei grinned, paused, and asked, ”  ” if one day, bei Xuan faction surpasses heaven dominating 

faction, will you consider switching sides? ” 

“Job-hopping?  this …  Qin Yitian’s expression froze. She was unable to answer. 

 I see!  Chen Xiaobei shrugged.  it seems like you don’t think bei Xuan faction is a good choice!  I’m sure 

you’ll be able to master the magical medical skills, aren’t you tempted?” 

 ” of course I think bei Xuan faction will win, ” Qin Yitian said with a smile.  but you said that you’ll 

surpass heaven dominating faction … Even if I believe it, I’m afraid it’s still very, very far away! It’s just a 

joke to talk about job-hopping now. It’s meaningless!” 

“Then I’ll take it as you agree!”  you’re right!  Chen Xiaobei grinned.  if that day comes, you’ll be a 

member of bei Xuan faction!  

“Alright, I’ll be waiting!” Qin Yitian nodded slightly, her eyes filled with complicated emotions. 

“It’s a deal!” “Let’s go!” Chen Xiaobei smiled. Let’s go and open the treasure!” 

“Where is the treasure?  I don’t see anything …  Qin Yitian was taken aback. There were plants all 

around her, and she couldn’t tell where the treasure was. 



“You can’t see it, but I can!” Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows. 

Chen Xiaobei had already activated his golden gaze fiery eyes, and had locked onto the location of the 

treasure while they were chatting. 

When he reached the foot of the tree, Chen Xiaobei removed a few large rocks and revealed a large 

stone door. 

“This … This stone door is buried underground. How did you see it?” Qin Yitian’s face was filled with 

disbelief. 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged.  that’s not important! What’s important is that the treasure vault of The Five 

Venoms sacred cult should be behind this door!” 

Qin Yitian observed for a moment and frowned.   this stone door has been pierced through by the roots. 

It’s obvious that the walls around the treasure vault must have been pierced through by the roots. The 

treasures inside must have been destroyed as well!  

 open the door and you’ll know …  Chen Xiaobei took out the Dragon’s edge and cut the stone door 

open. 

As soon as the stone door was broken, a huge treasure vault appeared in front of them. 

Just as Qin Yitian had said, the walls were pierced by the roots. The roots and vines were everywhere, 

making the place look like a cave of silk! 

“The spirit stones are basically all wasted!” 

Chen Xiaobei immediately saw the empty shells of the spiritual stones on the ground. After the spiritual 

Qi had been sucked out, they were no different from glass! 

“That tree demon is greedy by nature, so it naturally won’t let go of the spirit stones in the treasure 

vault!” 

“If I’m not mistaken, the spiritual herbs, pills, and other spiritual items will all be wasted!” Qin Yitian 

frowned. 

The two of them continued deeper into the Treasury. 

Sure enough, in addition to the empty shells of spirit stones on the ground, a large number of spirit 

herbs, spirit pills, and spirit items began to appear in the surroundings. 

However, these resources were all entangled by the dense roots. 

The roots burrowed into the resources and absorbed all the spirituality within. 

Just as Qin Yitian had said, most of the resources had lost their spirituality and were completely useless. 

 it seems like we won’t be able to find anything …  Qin Yitian sighed. 

“Don’t worry! The good stuff is in the back!” 



Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were fixed on a high platform surrounded by countless roots in the middle of the 

vault. 

Chapter 1869: A terrifying item (3) 

 

Chen Xiaobei and Qin Yitian quickly walked over. 

The platform had been surrounded by the roots of the tree monster. Chen Xiaobei had to use his 

Dragon’s edge to cut the roots open before he could climb up the stairs. 

“What a strong spiritual attribute … What exactly is on it …” 

Qin Yitian raised her head and looked at the top of the platform. 

The closer she got to the top, the clearer she could feel an invisible pressure. It made Qin Yitian nervous 

and even her heart could not help but tighten. 

“Ordinary spiritual objects can’t resist the roots of the tree demon! They’re all pierced by the roots and 

their spirituality is absorbed, turning them into trash!” 

“And the things on the platform have not been destroyed by the tree demon!” Then there are only two 

possibilities, either the tree demon is unwilling to destroy it, or the tree demon is unable to destroy it!” 

“This …” 

 what? ” Qin Yitian was stunned.  if the tree demon doesn’t want to destroy it, it must be something 

valuable and useful to it!  The things that the tree demon couldn’t destroy were treasures that could 

resist the power of a three-star earth-god! 

“That’s right!” 

 of course not!  Chen Xiaobei grinned.  even though the low-level resources have been destroyed, any 

one of the items on this stage is worth more than the entire vault!  

 that’s … That’s amazing …  Qin Yitian gulped. She looked at the top of the platform with anticipation. 

“Come to my side, stay close to me! There might be poisonous objects on the top of the platform!” Chen 

Xiaobei said as he took out the seven treasures fragrance pouch and held it tightly in his hand. 

 alright …  Qin Yitian did not dare to be careless. She quickly went to Chen Xiaobei’s side and walked side 

by side with him. 

He went to the top of the platform. 

The first thing he saw was nine treasure chests. 

Eight of the treasure chests had already been penetrated by the roots. 

Only the treasure chest in the middle was not damaged at all! In fact, none of the tree demon’s roots 

even got close to it! 



It was as if there was something extremely terrifying inside that even the tree demon himself had to be 

wary of! 

“Yitian, let’s make this clear!” 

“You’re the one who gave me this opportunity!” Chen Xiaobei said seriously. So, don’t be modest with 

me. We’ll each pick a treasure chest and split the treasures equally!” 

“How can we split it equally?” 

 no!  Qin Yitian shook her head.  without you, I wouldn’t have been able to keep my life, let alone the 

treasures!  These treasures should all belong to you!” 

“If you’re a friend, then don’t say such polite words to me! Listen to me, we’ll split the treasure chests 

equally!” 

 let’s not talk about anything else. You want to fight for the position of the family’s heir. These treasures 

will give you a lot of bonus points!  Chen Xiaobei said. But if you return empty-handed, not only will you 

not get any points, you will even be punished!” 

“Be punished? Why is that so?” Qin Yitian asked, confused. 

“Idiot!” 

 what? ” Chen Xiaobei frowned.  do you really think that the hundreds of people outside have been 

convinced by you? They’ll always be on your side?” 

“Of course not …” 

“I’ll be grateful if even a small portion of the people outside are on my side!” Qin Yitian sighed. 

Especially Qin Mingfeng and the other candidates. Not only will they not thank me, but they will also try 

to harm me!” 

“That’s right! I’m even sure that Qin Mingfeng and the rest will tell the higher-ups of the Qin family that 

you’ve taken the entire treasure vault for yourself!” 

 what are you going to do? ” Chen Xiaobei said.  when the higher-ups ask you to hand over the 

resources, what are you going to do? Selfish! He had no regard for his family! I’m afraid that your 

punishment would be light if such a crime was pinned on you!” 

 this …  Qin Yitian was not stupid. She knew that Chen Xiaobei’s analysis was very likely to be correct. 

“Don’t hesitate, just do as I say! I’ll choose first!” 

Chen Xiaobei released his ethereal force and picked up a Jade-like fruit from one of the chests. 

That’s right! 

This was the three-star earth-god medicine, the bewitching Emerald fruit! 

With this enchanting Emerald fruit, the hidden spirit grass and the silver Dragon snow ginseng that Chen 

Xiaobei had found earlier, he had all the core herbs needed for the high-grade heavenly dog biscuit. 



Chen Xiaobei could start making high-grade heavenly dog biscuit at any time. 

Once it was done, Chen Xiaobei would be able to recruit earth-god level loyal dogs! Just thinking about it 

made him feel great! 

“Yitian, it’s your turn to choose!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

 alright …  Qin Yitian nodded. She picked a random chest and used her ethereal force to retrieve a piece 

of brown metal. 

“What a strong spirituality! This should be a three-star earth-god item!” Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up. 

“Y-yes …” 

 this is an extremely rare material …  Qin Yitian said in shock.  we don’t have more than three pieces of 

this material in our Treasury …  

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  Qin Wuxin said that The Five Venoms Holy church’s heritage is comparable 

to the entire Qin family’s. It seems like he was right!  

 it’s your turn to choose …  Qin Yitian said. 

“Alright,” he said. Chen Xiaobei nodded and looked at the other treasure chest. 

With a thought, he also took out a piece of metal, but it was green. 

 it’s a three-star earth-god item!  Qin Yitian was shocked.  it has a strong spiritual nature …  

“Yes, this platform is filled with good stuff!”  I’m fine!  Chen Xiaobei shrugged.  one for each of us! That’s 

fair!  

With his golden gaze fiery eyes, Chen Xiaobei could clearly see what was in each chest. 

However, Chen Xiaobei would never cheat his friends. Not only did he not use his golden gaze fiery eyes 

to cheat, he even chose items that were similar to Qin Yitian’s so that they could split the resources 

equally. 

Soon, the eight Treasure chests on both sides were divided between Chen Xiaobei and Qin Yitian. 

Qin Yitian had obtained a three-star earth-god item, two three-star earth-god herbs, and a three-star 

earth-god spiritual pill! 

Chen Xiaobei had obtained the bewitching Emerald fruit, two three-star earth-god items, and a three-

star earth-god spiritual herb! 

In apocalypse Starfield, even three-star earth-god level items were extremely rare and precious! 

Chen Xiaobei and Qin Yitian’s gains would definitely make any powerful faction jealous! 

“There’s only one treasure chest left!” 

 I’ve already gained a lot, ” Qin Yitian said directly.  I’ll just hand over one or two things and the higher-

ups of the family will be happy! I won’t split this box with you, you have to take it!” 



“That’s not very good …” 

“The last treasure chest, even the tree demon did not dare to touch it!” The value of the items inside is 

so high that it even exceeds the total value of the previous eight chests!” 

 of course I know that the last treasure chest is extremely valuable!  

“But I also know that it’s all thanks to you that I’m able to survive today and obtain those four treasure 

chests!” Qin Yitian said solemnly. So, the last treasure chest is yours! If you don’t take it, my conscience 

will be uneasy!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” “At this point, if I still refuse, then I’ll be too pretentious!” 

Chen Xiaobei then used his ethereal force to take the last treasure chest. 

The treasure chest did not touch his hand and was directly stored in his spatial ring. 

“Aren’t you going to open the chest and take a look?” Qin Yitian asked curiously. 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei shook his head.  that thing is too scary … I don’t dare to open it …  

Chapter 1870: Zi Yuan’s soul (4) 

 

“What? Even you don’t dare to do it?” 

Qin Yitian’s eyes widened in shock. 

In her eyes, Chen Xiaobei was an arrogant, domineering, and even omnipotent man. 

Chen Xiaobei had single-handedly resolved so many crises before. 

Qin Yitian did not expect Chen Xiaobei to say that he did not dare to open the box. 

“What’s in this box? You didn’t even see it, so why are you afraid?” Qin Yitian could not help but ask. 

 it’s simple! Even a three-star earth-god 10000-year-old tree demon would not dare to touch this box!  I 

don’t have the cultivation of a three-star earth-god! If we open the treasure chest rashly, wouldn’t we 

be harming ourselves and others if an uncontrollable danger erupts?” 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei had already seen through the contents of the box! 

That thing was really scary, and Chen Xiaobei was not sure if he could control it! 

Chen Xiaobei did not want Qin Yitian to worry, so he said that he did not dare to open the box to hide 

the true identity of the item! 

“That’s true …” 

 yes!  Qin Yitian nodded.  keep the box safe for now. You can open it when you’re stronger or more 

confident in your abilities!  

 hmm …  Chen Xiaobei thought for a moment and said, ” “This matter is completely over. If you don’t 

have any other questions, you can leave first!” 



“You’re not coming with me?” Qin Yitian asked, confused. 

“I want to stay here for a while!” 

“This time, your harvest is enough for you to pass the first stage of the battle for the heir! There’s no 

point in me following you! I might as well stay here and cultivate for a while!” 

“Training?” Qin Yitian’s expression changed.  “You want to use the spirit vein here to cultivate?” 

“Yes, I am!” 

 that’s right!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  it’s not easy to find an ownerless spiritual vein. Although it’s not 

suitable for bei Xuan faction to move here, there’s no reason to waste it!  

“Understood!” 

Qin Yitian pursed her lips and said, ”  I have to send the hundreds of people outside back to my family. 

Otherwise, I want to stay and cultivate with you!  

 I don’t think you have much time to cultivate. There should be a lot of things waiting for you after you 

send them back!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

 that’s right … I’m from the Qin family … I can’t help it …  Qin Yitian sighed.”Let’s part ways here! I’ll be 

waiting for your return on the Vermillion Bird continent!” 

“Alright!” Chen Xiaobei nodded and watched as Qin Yitian left. 

…… 

After Qin Yitian left. 

Chen Xiaobei quickly took out the green jade cauldron and started to make the high-grade heavenly dog 

biscuit. 

He followed the recipe and put the spiritual herbs and the three three-star earth-god herbs into the 

green jade cauldron. 

“Something’s wrong! I’ve already used up all my true Samadhi fire talismans!” 

Just as he was about to start, Chen Xiaobei frowned.  “High-grade heavenly dog biscuit, its grade is 

equivalent to a five-star earth-god! If you use the wondrous spell spirit Heart Flame, the refining effect 

will be greatly reduced. The main point is that the speed will be extremely slow!” 

 it’s really inconvenient without my own divine fire … Refining pills, weapons, and talismans all require 

fire … I can’t have the Samadhi true fire talisman every time …  

 alright!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” the group’s food competition is in seven days. I need to find a way to get 

my own divine fire!  

Chen Xiaobei had no choice but to put the green jade cauldron away. 

Only when he had a suitable divine fire could he start refining the high-grade heavenly dog biscuit. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei took out the heaven and earth furnace. 



“I must refine as much spiritual aura of heaven and earth as possible before the true Samadhi fire in the 

furnace is extinguished!” 

Without hesitation, Chen Xiaobei threw the two three-star earth-god items and the other three-star 

earth-god spiritual herb into the heaven and earth furnace. 

Although these things were rare and precious, they were of no practical use to Chen Xiaobei. 

It was better to refine it into the spiritual aura of heaven and earth, which could be used to upgrade his 

trump card and also to improve his own cultivation. This was the best choice. 

In addition to the soul of the tree demon that he had been refining earlier, as well as the batch of 

resources from the Holy flame Union, the amount of Heaven Earth spiritual aura he would be able to 

obtain in the end would undoubtedly be very impressive! 

 refining it will take about ten days. Before I start cultivating, I have to study this thing first!  

Chen Xiaobei then took out the last treasure chest that he had not opened. 

His golden gaze fiery eyes could see through the outer shell of the treasure chest and clearly see what 

was inside. 

There was a dark purple pearl in the box. It had a strong spiritual nature and was infinitely close to the 

level of a four-star earth-god! 

However, the Pearl emitted a dark purple light and a heavy killing intent. At the same time, it also 

revealed an evil and sinister aura, as if a terrifying evil demon was hiding inside the Pearl! 

 if I’m not wrong … This dark purple pearl should be the legacy treasure of the five poison sacred sect!  

 this Pearl is poisonous!  Chen Xiaobei said.  not just the poison of plants, even the 10000-year tree 

demon can’t handle it!  

“Although I have the protection of the cleansing Bodhi, I’m only immune to natural poisons! If this Pearl 

is produced by some evil magic, even the cleansing Bodhi can’t resist the evil poison, Voodoo poison, 

curse poison!” 

It was clear that Chen Xiaobei did not know much about the orb in the chest, which was the real reason 

why he did not dare to open it. 

One had to know that The Five Venoms sacred cult that was once powerful was annihilated because of 

the leakage of a certain special poison! 

This was not a joke! 

“I can also choose to refine this precious pearl as well!” 

 but this thing is very special! I can’t just melt it like this!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

Chen Xiaobei could not help but place his hand on the box, feeling conflicted. 

He wanted to open the treasure chest, but he didn’t dare to open it before he figured out the nature of 

the Pearl. 



He wanted to refine it, but he wasn’t sure of the value of the Pearl. He was afraid that he might 

accidentally refine something extremely valuable. 

If someone could tell Chen Xiaobei what the dark purple pearl was, he would be able to make a decision 

easily! 

“There it is!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up. He quickly took out a ghost summoning talisman from his infinite space ring.  

this is the ruins of the five poison sacred cult. As long as we can summon the spirits of the five poison 

sacred cult members, all our questions will be answered!  

Chen Xiaobei immediately got to work. 

“The heavens and earth are boundless! Borrowing the power of the universe!” 

Chen Xiaobei held the talisman between his fingers and shouted, ” “I! In the name of the nine 

netherworld ghost Department! Summon! All heroic spirits, listen to my command!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, the talisman burst into flames. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

In the next moment, ghostly figures emerged from the ground like bamboo shoots after a rain. 

Chen picked up the treasure chest and asked, ” “Who can tell me what’s in this box?” 

All the yin ghosts were shocked and said in unison, ” “The item in the box is called the soul of Zi Yuan!” 

 


